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you feel most confident. 
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1. [5 points] 

a. Even though the Pyth language assigns a static type to every variable and expression, 
Pyth can't properly be called statically typed, since checks are necessary at runtime to 
insure that certain statements obey the type rules. Give an example showing why such 
run-time checks are unavoidable. 

b. Pyuce is a very stripped-down dialect of Pyth that has no user-defined classes and only 
the built-in types Bool, Float, Int, and String (no type Any or Void, in particular). 
Furthermore, it enforces the following rules: 

1. Every function or method definition must be given a type (e.g., f : (1nt) ->Int) .  

2. Every variable (instance variable, local variable) has the type of the first value 
assigned to it. 

3. The dynamic type of any value assigned to a variable or passed as a parameter 
must have that variable's or parameter's type. So the following is illegal: 

x = o  
x = "Hello" 

4. Every function (including the main program) must start with assignment state- 
ments to all its local variables. Thus, the following program is illegal (because y 
is not first assigned to until after a non-assignment statement): 

5. The operators and and or yield T h e  or False (as opposed to Pyth and Scheme, 
where they yield an operand). 

Pyuce compilers never need to generate run-time type checks. They can either tell that 
a statement will never cause a type error, or that it always will (and therefore can be 
compiled into a call to some error routine). Give an example of a Pyth program (in 
the Pyuce subset) that requires a run-time type check, but for which a Pyuce compiler 
could detect statically the statement that would cause a type error. 



c. Show (with an example) why rule 4 in part b above is necessary (if Puce compilers are 
to be able to eliminate all run-time type checks). 

d. Show why rule 5 is necessary. 



2. [5 points] This problem involves coming up with new typing rules-that is, new rules 
concerning the predicate typeof ( E ,  T ,  Env). Yon may assume that we already have rules for 
the rest of the language, and that there are rules for predicate subtype(T0, TI) that make 
it mean "To is a subtype of TI." 

I wish to describe type rules for a map (dictionary) type. A map in this language takes 
keys of some particular type (call it the domain type) and produces values of some other 
type (call it the codomain type) .  So mCkl, where m has a map type, produces a value of its 
codomain type (or some subtype of it) as long as k has the appropriate domain type (or some 
subtype of it). We'll use the notation map(D,C) to mean "the type of maps with domain 
type D and codomain type C." 

a. Give appropriate rules for the type of mCkl, that is, appropriate Prologish rules for 
typeof (index(m, k) , T ,  E) (where index(m,k) is the AST for mCkl). 

b. Give appropriate rules for assignment to mCkl . Assignment always produces a Void 
value, so the problem is to give correctness rules for typeof (ass ign(m,k,v) ,  Void, 
E l ,  where assign(m, k , v )  is the AST for mCkl =v. 

3. [l point] Name a Berkeley professor who contributed a key algorithm used in correcting 
errors in transmitted data. 
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4. [5 points] The following exercises involve scoping rules for variables (including param- 
eters). Do not consider type declarations or the names of functions or constants introduced 
by def. 

a. Do we need multiple passes over the AST to bind names to declarations of Pyth vari- 
ables? If so, give an example showing why. If not, briefly say why not. 

h. How would your answer to part (a) above change if Pyth had no assignment statements? 

c. Suppose Pyth used dynamic scoping for variables. How would this change the compiler's 
processing of declarations? 

d. Consider now Java's rules for variables (not including static or instance variables). What 
would be your answer to part ( a )  for Java? 



5.  [5 points] Consider the following class definitions: 

class A(0bject) : 
x = 3  
def f (self, a): 

Sf I 
class def p (x): 

SP 1 
def g (self : 

Sgl 

class B ( A )  : 
y = 7  
def g (self) : 

sg2 

class C(B) : 
def f (self, a). 

Sf 2 
def h (self ) : 

Shl 

Diagram the object pointed to by aC, showing its contents and any other runtime data struc- 
tures used to make the object-oriented features of Pyth work. 


